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The Raleigh Rag and Village Website 
Published for the Combe Raleigh Parish Meeting by volunteers: David Jackson, Val 

and Mark Moran, Michelle Kennedy, and Jill Wardle. 

Contact details for queries and submissions are on the final page.  

Distributed by village email and as hard copy on request. Also published on the village 

website http://comberaleigh.org/combe-raleigh-village/ 

 

Next Edition  

The Raleigh Rag is usually published every two months. Please send articles and pic-

tures for inclusion or for the website to raleighrag@gmail.com. The copy deadline 

for the next edition is 15 July 2022. 
 

Disclaimer 

The views expressed are those of the contributors. Whilst every effort has been taken to 

ensure that the information included is accurate, responsibility cannot be accepted for any 

omissions or inaccurate information. We reserve the right to edit any contribution for the 

purpose of clarity, consistency and layout limitations. By supplying material for publication, 

you are giving consent for its publication on the village website at http://comberaleigh.org/

combe-raleigh-village/ 

Copyright 

The contents of this magazine may not be copied, reproduced, distributed, republished, 

downloaded, displayed, posted or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior 

written permission of The Raleigh Rag. You may not distribute, display or copy any of the 

contents of the pages contained in this magazine to third parties without the prior written 

permission of The Raleigh Rag. 

 

Copyright © 2022 The Raleigh Rag 

http://comberaleigh.org/combe-raleigh-village/
http://comberaleigh.org/combe-raleigh-village/
http://comberaleigh.org/combe-raleigh-village/
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    Welcome to a special Platinum Jubilee edition of the RAG! 
To say we live in “interesting times” goes nowhere towards describing this moment 

in the twenty-first century. A never-to-be-repeated series of events to relish and 

probably recall for years to come. Soon after this edition is released, we will, albeit 

briefly, be the focus of national interest as our thoughts on the government will be 

scrutinised in minute detail because of our by-election. Will Chairman Brian be seen 

riding the “swingometer”?  Whatever the result, the circus will soon move on! 

 

This edition records in splendid detail the people and events of our way with the 

Jubilee celebrations - what a holiday we had! No doubt too many people to thank so 

apologies if you don’t get a mention. 

* The Beacon *  A generous invitation from the Lazarus family to join them on 

Carpenter’s Hill to be part of the national lighting of thousands of such beacons. 

The weather was perfect, the gardens immaculate and the Pimms flowed. A happy 

crowd puffed its way up to the top of the hill, to be met with an amazing view of 

our corner of East Devon and a truly stunning brazier designed and erected by 

Archie Guinness - (there is a YouTube video to find).  An elderly resident was 

humbled to be asked to light the beacon and the crowds cheered as the fire took 

hold (a little oil helped).  As darkness fell, we were entertained with a brilliant 

firework finale. Thank you once again to the Lazarus family! 

* The Street Party*  Never had the weather app been so consulted!  Would it stay 

dry?  Well, no it didn’t, so we put up the marquee on the Barton lawn and hoped 

people would come.  Come you did and the weather cleared, mountains of food 

and several bottles of bubbly disappeared, people met old and new friends, children 

played, and lots had a patriotic flag face-painted, and everybody laughed.  Church 

bells were rung.  We celebrated a great national occasion in our own Combe 

Raleigh way! Thanks to Emma, Richard and Archie for the most perfect site for our 

party, and thanks too to all who came along and made this a day to remember. 

As is traditional on these occasions,  some thought was given to marking this 

historic moment.  It was decided to give a commemorative medal to all village 

children, purchased by the Parish Meeting, and to be distributed shortly.  Maybe in 

years to come, they will bring back memories of a childhood spent in a warm and 

unique village community. 

 

On a more serious note, the RAG committee have something of a dilemma… no, 

not the Editor! But we collect many photographs during the year, and we hope 

everybody will be calm about their use in our printed edition; but the village website 

is a more open resource. We would welcome your comments on any concerns you 

might have as to how we handle this resource. Maybe a private digital archive of our 

images and/or printed copies for sale, after all these pictures are a record to return 

to for years to come. 

Enjoy this bumper edition! 
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Parish Meetings 
There has been one Parish Meeting in May 2022. The Minutes are summarised here 

(full Minutes are on https//comberaleigh.org): 

The Annual Parish Meeting on 19 May 2022 was chaired by Brian Churchill and 

attended by 23 local government electors of the Parish.  

Grant payments had been made to St Nicholas Church PCC, Combe Raleigh Village 

Hall Committee and TRIP Community Transport. The grant of £250 to the Combe 

Raleigh ‘’Little Critters’’ was being held in the Parish’s accounts as the ‘’Little 

Critters’’ do not currently hold a bank account.  

 

Brian Churchill was reappointed as Chairman, and Tony Dezell was appointed as 

Vice Chairman for the year 2022/2023. No nominations were received for the 

vacant position of Clerk.  John Brabrook agreed to continue as the Meeting’s 

Treasurer. Ian Downs, the Meeting’s current internal auditor, was re-appointed as 

auditor for the year 2022/2023. The following were re-appointed: Tony Dezell - 

Parish Plan Committee Chairman; David Rosewell - Emergency Officer; Laurence 

Clarke – Tree Warden. 

 

The Village Hall Chairman reported that a number of events had been held during 

the year including a cheese and wine party for new residents, a fun day, harvest 

supper, bonfire and fireworks, and a Christmas party. David Rosewell reported that 

it had been a quiet year for the Emergency Committee with only fallen trees which 

had been quickly removed. 

 

Planning Application 22/0886/AGR – Torswood – General purpose forestry building. 

David Staff advised the Meeting that this application replaced the one which had 

been considered at the Parish Meeting of 2 March 2022. He outlined the purpose of 

the proposed forestry building and responded to questions raised, however, the 

Meeting felt unable to make a recommendation to the Planning Authority. 

Planning Application 22/0865FUL – 2 Combe Hill Cottages – Oak conservatory and 

porch to replace existing. The proposed conservatory would have the same 

footprint as the one it was replacing. The Meeting agreed to recommend approval 

of the application.  

 

The 2021/2022 accounts and governance statement were approved for submission 

to the Parish Meeting’s external auditor. The Community Infrastructure Levy report 

was approved. 

 

Possible options and constraints for constructing a parking ramp at Edwards Close 

were discussed. A site meeting will be arranged with East Devon District Council to 

consider the proposal or, as an alternative, a layby construction. The landlords of 

the site will also be confirmed. 

https://comberaleigh.org
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Village Hall News    

 

As life is slowly returning to pre-pandemic normality, the Hall is hopefully offering 

some light relief to the news of rising prices and sad reports of war! 

 

Easter saw a lovely afternoon 

with the Little Critters, a bring 

and share tea with lots of 

seasonal fun, Easter bonnets to 

rival Ascot, decorated Easter 

biscuits and, of course, an egg 

hunt.  

 

Talking of hunts, our Car 

Treasure Hunt got eight teams 

out and about trying to crack the 

cryptic clues set by Sara and 

James. All taken very seriously to start, with then a more relaxed mood setting in as 

we realised that we were not going to get a perfect score!  We were promised 

steep and narrow lanes and were not disappointed.  My particular day was made by 

the stunning views and my team member head down in a grit bin trying to read how 

much grit /sq metre! It’s 5g (as you asked)!  Prizes were awarded and a much needed 

tea served upon return to the hall. Thanks again to Sara and James. Oh, and the 

winners have to set next year’s hunt! 

 

We welcomed Andrea from Combe Garden Centre to give a talk on seasonal 

perennial plants. As a skilled lecturer and “plant nut”, she kept the audience 

intrigued for nearly two hours. 

 

Our AGM welcomed a good number of villagers to hear Chairman Brian’s report of 

a year of trying to return to a community sprit in the parish. Thanks were given to 

the officers and committee and two new members were welcomed onto the group. 

Malcolm and Joyce were thanked for the use of their field and for staging the Nov 5th 

fireworks bonfire. The Harvest supper attracted 32 diners who may have lacked 

numbers but made up for this in generosity in the gift auction! 

Sara reported a healthy bank balance reflecting the Council grants made to all halls 

during the Covid pandemic. This windfall goes some way to making up for lack of 

income and allows several capital expenses to be undertaken as well as offering 

several free of cost functions. 

Events to look forward to: 

The Flower and Craft Show Sun 24th July details elsewhere in this edition 

The Funday and BBQ Bank Holiday Monday 29th August 

Harvest Supper Sat 8th Oct. 
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 Combe Raleigh Summer Show - 24 July 2022 
 

Dear bakers, producers, growers and crafters, 

 

Don’t forget The Combe Raleigh Summer Show is back after three very long years. 

We are delighted that the show will be run again with the help of Michelle Kennedy, 

Heather Trim and Lesley Farley and we hope you save the date for this year's Show. 

 

For those of you who are new to the village it’s an opportunity to get together, 

show us your talents and have some fun. We don’t take it too seriously (honest!) 

but do have independent judges and wonderful prizes. And this year we will have a 

special Jubilee Celebration category. 

 

If you would like to get involved, we always need extra helpers, stewards, etc. In 

which case contact Michelle (07964621153 – tidewater56@live.com) or Heather 

(07484 158649 -het33_@hotmail.co.uk 

 

We appreciate your support in the past and look forward to catching up with you 

again this year. The schedule and entry forms are available on the Combe Raleigh 

website: www.comberaleigh.org.uk or contact the organisers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coffee Mornings 
 

Our much-missed ladies coffee mornings are back on-stream!  As a general rule, we 

will be meeting on the first and third Wednesdays of each month, with effect from 

15th June.  Timings are about 10.30, usually finishing at noon, but you can come 

when you want and leave when it suits you!  We look 

forward to welcoming some of our new residents. 

Watch this space for dates and venues. 

 

15th June – Michelle at Mount Pleasant  

 

6th July – Serena at Broadlands 

 

20th July – Rosemary at The Coach House 

 

3rd August – Caroline at Coryhill. 

mailto:tidewater56@live.com
http://www.comberaleigh.org.uk
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East Devon Round - a 66-mile ultramarathon passes through 
The 3rd East Devon Round took place on 30 April 30 starting at Offwell Village Hall. 

This is a 66 mile ultramarathon, combining coast path, trails and private ground and 

racks up 3,000 metre of climbing 

(equivalent to 3 x Ben Nevis). This year 

it attracted people from as far afield as 

Canada, Scotland, N. Ireland but also 

many locals from Ottery St Mary, 

Honiton, Axminster and Offwell. Having 

set off to a glorious sunrise at 5:30am, 

the runners passed through 9 

checkpoints (including Lyme Regis, 

Blackbury Camp, Sidbury, Luppitt and 

Combe Raleigh) before returning to 

Offwell Village Hall. The fastest time was 

an astonishing 10hrs 59 mins and the 

slowest and an equally incredible 20 hrs 

5 minutes (1:35 am).  

 

There was also the East Devon Round Half which 

has a truly special finish at Blackbury Camp and 

incorporates 35 miles of running and 5,500 feet of 

climbing, and the East Devon Round Quarter which 

takes in the northern section of the whole loop, 

starting and finishing in Combe Raleigh, and 

incorporating St Cyres Hill, Dunkeswell and 

Luppitt.  

Whilst the event is put on for the love of the sport, 

and the incredible feats of comradeship, endurance and human strength witnessed 

each year, it also raises money for various good causes. This year, a total of £1,000 

was donated to the Rich Wigram Farming Scholarship, Offwell Primary School, 

Combe Raleigh Playgroup and a contribution to the upkeep of the Coast Path per 

runner. The organisers and runners are incredibly grateful for all the landowners for 

granting the necessary permissions for the run, the 

support from local businesses, and also the team of 

75 marshals that all make the event go so well, and 

who also helped clear the course by 5pm on the next 

day.  

Next Year’s event East Devon Round 2023 will be 

held on 29 April 2023 at 5:30am. 
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          Saying goodbye and thank-you to our postie Helena 
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St Nicholas Church News 

 
It’s been a busy couple of months. 

The Plant Sale in May was super-

successful and the proceeds, when 

added to the result of the April pre-

sale, meant we were able to add 

over £1000 to the church fabric 

fund. Much needed too, as you may 

have noticed that pieces of masonry 

are falling off the lych gate surround 

almost weekly. Thanks particularly to 

Val and Mark who stage-managed the 

whole event superbly but also to the ever-busy catering team. 

 

May is also the month of APCMs and at this year’s meeting the churchwardens and 

PCC members were all asked (and agreed!) to serve for another year. If you have 

any queries or suggestions regarding the church then Valerie Brabrook, Lisa Clarke, 

Colin Hattle-Spence, Ruth Hitchcock, Gill Jackson, Rosemary Mapleston, Val Moran, 

Audrey Potbury or Carol Thompson are the people to see. 

 

To mark the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee we held a special service of thanksgiving. 

Every windowsill was imaginatively decorated with floral arrangements mainly in 

various shades of red, white and blue, and the hymns reflected those sung on 

previous national occasions. We gave thanks for the Queen’s long years of 

dedicated service to our country and committed ourselves afresh to serve our local 

community, nation and world in promoting love, truth and justice.  

Rosemary and Ruth 
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Thursday 2 June 2022 

At Combe Hill 

Jubilee Beacon (built by 

Archie Guinness and lit by 

David Jackson) 
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Sunday 5 June 2022 

St Nicolas Church 

Novice Bell-ringers ringing 70 (or maybe 210) chimes 
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Sunday 5 

June 2022 

At The 

Barton 

Jubilee Tea 
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Some feedback: ‘It was a lovely 
afternoon event. Thank you to Emma 
and Richard for hosting and also to the 
Jubilee Committee with Brian and Kay 
Churchill.  
It has been a wonderful celebration 
across the weekend with thanks too, to 
Edmund and Carol for the Jubilee 
Beacon evening and to Rosemary, Ruth 
and all, for the lovely Sunday Service in 
St Nicholas Church this morning. 
It has all been lovely and none of it 
would have happened without Her 
Majesty, our lovely Queen.’ 
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70 Years of Change by Rosemary Mapleston 

A Platinum Jubilee unique and unprecedented 
As we celebrate this remarkable event in our nation’s history it might be worth considering 

what changes, discoveries or events have shaped the past 7 decades and brought us to 

where we are now. It would take several volumes to record everything of importance but 

here’s just a random selection. 

50s The 50s was the decade of television, with the live coverage of the Coronation 

acting as the catalyst that triggered a massive increase in sales. The 9 inch screens for 

family viewing seem ridiculous by today’s standards but the flickering black and white 

pictures kept us mesmerised. Everest was conquered and in England a new era of 

transport was born with the opening of the first motorway. 

 

60s  The Sixties gave birth to pop culture in film and music that made Elvis Presley, 

Bob Dylan, the Beatles et al world famous. The handsome and charismatic 44 year-

old John Kennedy was elected president of the USA, only to die at the hands of an 

assassin less than three years later. In 1968 Neil Armstrong uttered the immortal 

words ‘One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind,’ as he stepped onto the 

surface of the moon. Concorde took to the skies. And there was England’s World 

Cup victory! 

 

70s 15th February 1971 marked the day our currency went decimal. No longer 

were there 12 pence in a shilling and 20 shillings in a pound and the thruppenny bit 

along with the sixpence and half-crown disappeared from circulation. To the 

unmitigated joy of children everywhere other measures became decimalised too. The 

number of hundredweights in a ton and furlongs in a mile no longer featured in 

weekly ‘tables tests’ and vocabulary such as pecks, perches and quarts were now 

consigned to the history books. 

 

80s  The first civilian UK mobile phone call was made by Ernie Wise in 1985 and 

the mobile phone became the symbol of the decade. Camcorders, compact discs, 

microwaves and the world-wide web made their appearance, whilst the political 

scene was dominated by Britain’s first woman Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher. 

 

90s Apartheid was abolished in South Africa after the release of Nelson Mandela. 

The Channel tunnel opened providing a continuous rail link between London and 

Paris. Hong Kong returned to Chinese control and to widespread grief Diana, 

Princess of Wales was killed in a car crash in Paris. 

 

00s Foot and mouth disease, with the culling of millions of animals, wreaked havoc 

amongst farming communities. The Eden project, celebrating plants and the natural 

world, opened in Cornwall. To world-wide horror the events of what became 

known as 9/11 unfolded via our television screens. Capping a decade of disasters 

thousands lost their lives in a tsunami that swept across the Indian Ocean. 
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70 Years of Change (continued) 
10s In 2012 London hosted the hugely successful 30th Olympiad of the modern era 

with the UK winning a phenomenal 29 gold medals. Three years later Queen 

Elizabeth became the longest-reigning British monarch ever.  Brexit divided the 

country. 

 

20s  A new virus made its appearance and spread unrestrained throughout the 

world. Covid, coronavirus, social distancing, lockdown and PPE quickly became part 

of our vocabulary. Climate change hit the headlines and the unprovoked invasion of 

Ukraine sent shock waves around the world. 

 

And now we celebrate an unprecedented anniversary with the Queen’s Platinum 

Jubilee. What a remarkable 70 years to look back on!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Queen’s Reign (a personal look back) by Trevor Hitchcock 
Where were you when the Queen came to the Throne and what were you doing? 

Most readers are likely to say ‘I wasn’t even born’. Over 85% of this country’s 

population has never known another monarch, a measure of the length of the 

Queen’s reign. 

 

In my own case I was in the school’s science lab, when we were all instructed to 

gather in the hall and the Head announced that the King had died and we now had a 

new monarch, Queen Elizabeth II. For the next several weeks we all wore black 

armbands in mourning for King George VI. 

 

Later that summer of 1952 came the tragedy of the Lynmouth flood when 34 people 

lost their lives. Living in North Devon at the time, I remember a day of torrential 

rain and a radio newscaster reporting heavy rain in the east of England, my father 

then blurting out ‘and what the devil do you think we’ve got?’ No one talked of climate 

change then as they did when a similar flood hit Boscastle in 2004, 52 years to the 

day after Lynmouth, though fortunately, this time, with no loss of life. 
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The Queen’s Reign (continued) 
 

If 1952 was a year of sadness with the death of King George and the Lynmouth 

disaster then 1953 was a year of joy with the pageantry of the coronation and the 

triumph of Edmund Hilary and Sherpa Tenzing conquering Mount Everest. At least 

one of today’s local residents made the trip to London and stood in the rain to 

watch the newly crowned Queen pass by, but to the best of my knowledge, has yet 

to climb Mount Everest. Television brought the coronation into our homes, or at 

least to those of the more fortunate. In my own village there were just two TV sets 

showing a faint black and white picture that looked more like a snowstorm. 

Compare that to today when virtually every home has crystal clear colour TV, now 

considered an essential. 

 

In 1954 it seemed that almost anything was possible. Fourteen years after its 

introduction during World War II, food rationing finally ended. In May Roger 

Bannister did the seemingly impossible by running the mile in under four minutes. 

The second Elizabethan age promised to be another Golden Age. For me it was the 

start of my working life with the grand wage of £1-18s-11d (£1-95p) for a 44 hour 

week and I was told that if I did really well I could earn as much as £15 per week. 

Inflation has made nonsense of that. 

 

Polio seemed an ever present threat with outbreaks most years, then in 1955 came 

the Salk vaccine. Today, at least in the UK, Polio is rarely mentioned. This is just one 

example of the advance in medicine and healthcare during the Queen’s reign, an 

advance that has come at a price. Treatments and procedures (some very 

expensive) that are commonplace today were not even imagined when the NHS 

was set up. I remember 50 years ago being told that the greatest advance in 

medicine had been the prevention of disease, mainly through vaccines, whereas very 

few cures had been found. I suspect that that is still the case today. No doubt 

doctors in the village will be able to comment on this. 

 

The feeling that we were in an age of greatness was boosted early in 1956 when the 

Fairey Delta 2 set a new airspeed record of 1132 mph. On the sporting front, Jim 

Laker took 19 wickets in a test match against Australia. We were in an age when 

nothing was impossible and Britain seemed to be at a pinnacle of greatness. This 

comfy feeling was not to last as the Suez debacle showed our true place in the 

world and an era of confidence, probably over-confidence, was shattered. This too 

was the year of the Hungarian revolution, brutally suppressed by Russia. On this 

front nothing seems to have changed. 
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The Queen’s Reign (continued) 
 

Those of you who may be beginning to fear that this is to be another year by year 

look at the Queen’s reign can relax, it isn’t, I just recall my memories of the early 

years of her reign. Macmillan’s alleged claim, ‘our people have never had it so good‘, 

may well have an element of truth in it. I can only speak of how it was for me and 

my family, but in our village many homes had no running water, no main drainage or 

flushing toilet, no gas, no electricity and very few had a telephone, cars were only 

for the relatively wealthy. Water came from a well, a standpipe in the street, or a 

spring from where it was collected in a bucket. Drainage at best led to a cess pit in 

the garden, many made do with an earth closet in the privy at the end of the garden. 

Gas and electricity were replaced by oil lamps and candles. Central heating was 

almost unknown, except in the largest and most wealthy homes. When a public 

telephone box was installed in the village the general reaction was that this came 

close to being an event worthy of an especially festive weekend. 

 

I recently returned to the village of my youth to find that the two general stores I 

remembered were now gone and a small community shop manned by volunteers 

was all that remained, The Post Office was gone, a van offers some services three 

times a week for about an hour. The Pub that had been thriving was a shadow of its 

old self, but with a much better restaurant. Both butchers selling locally reared and 

killed meat were gone. There is no longer a resident priest, but on the plus side the 

rivalry, almost enmity, between the Methodists and Anglicans has gone; their 

services now alternate week by week. The old Parish Hall has been replaced by a 

magnificent new Village Hall with every modern convenience. The school which 

always looked to having 50 pupils to justify an additional teacher is still short of the 

required number even though perhaps a hundred new homes have been built in the 

intervening years. There are not one, but two extensive playing fields for the young 

people to enjoy; old people too as the views towards Dartmoor are a delight. The 

bus service is more limited, which is not surprising with the increase in cars and 

fewer people using the even more restricted service. Many of the smaller farms 

have been swallowed up by the larger and their buildings converted to holiday 

cottages. 

 

Would I prefer life as it was in 1952 or as it is today? Definitely, as it is today. Our 

living standards are beyond the imagination of most people in 1952. True, not every 

change has been for the better, but on balance, I would prefer the relative comfort 

of today to the primitive conditions so many enjoyed, (endured), at the start of the 

Queen’s reign. 
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Sue’s Gardening Patch 
 

Sadly this spring we lost two large trees from the 

village skyline. They were estimated to be 160 

years old by counting the rings on the stump. 

 

The double stemmed pine at Abbots came down in 

the gales (narrowly missing a gardener!) revealing 

hollow centres in both trunks. The crown had 

been looking a bit thin but otherwise there were 

no other signs of the imminent disaster. 

 

The Redwood beside it, which had previously lost 

its main stem, possibly by lightning strike, had very 

few leaves and had been randomly dropping 

branches for a couple of years so was considered 

dangerous. The damage to this tree was probably 

caused when the roots were cut within 2m of the main stem when the flood 

prevention channel in the field behind was dug. The felling was very dramatic 

and the lads from Hartwood were excited at the challenge - not the usual day's 

work.  

A cherry and mulberry will be planted to replace them. 

 

Most of us do not have the space to plant large trees but there are small ones 

available to give colour, shade and a home for wildlife.  Amelanchier 

lamarkii and crab apples will give flower, fruit and autumn colour in the tightest 

of spaces. Lilacs, laburnums, some cherries and fruit trees are also an option. 

 

Talking about large plants…  How are the sunflowers growing? 
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Combe Raleigh Cuisine  
Please send your seasonal favourites to raleighrag@gmail.com. This month’s recipe 

for Pimm’s Scones (serves 8) is from BBC Goodfood.  Simply, two classics are 

combined into doubly delicious results. 

 

Ingredients 

For the scones: 

300g self-raising flour 

½ tsp baking powder 
70g cold butter, cut into small cubes 
30g golden caster sugar 
zest 2 lemons 
150ml buttermilk 
2 tbsp full-fat milk 

 

Method 

1. Heat oven to 220C/200C fan/gas 7. Cover a baking sheet with baking 

parchment. Put the flour and baking powder in a large bowl, add a pinch of salt, 

then rub in the butter with your fingertips until it is mostly incorporated – unlike 

pastry, you don’t need to worry about rubbing the butter in too finely. Stir in the 

sugar and lemon zest. In a jug, mix the buttermilk with the milk. Make a well in the 

centre of the flour mixture, then pour in the liquid. Use a knife to bring the dough 

together. 

2. Tip out onto a clean work surface and bring together with your hands. Patting is 

better than rolling so that you don’t overwork the dough. Stamp out eight scones 

with a 7cm fluted cutter – you’ll need to reshape the dough once from the 

trimmings. Put the scones on the baking sheet and bake on the top shelf for 

10 mins until risen and the tops are golden. Cool on a wire rack. 

3. Mix the Pimm’s and caster sugar in a bowl. Stir in the fruit, cover and infuse in 

the fridge for 1 hr, then stir in the mint leaves. 

4. In a large bowl, whisk the cream, icing sugar and Pimm’s until the mix just holds 

its shape. 

5. Halve the cooled scones. Top the bottom half with a spoonful of cream and a 

spoonful of fruit, drizzle over some of the syrup, then sandwich with the top half. 
 

For the fruit: 

3 tbsp Pimm's 

1 tbsp golden caster sugar 
300g pack strawberries, hulled and 

sliced 
1 large orange, cut into cubes 
handful mint, leaves picked 

For the cream: 

300ml double cream 

2 tbsp icing sugar 

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/content/top-five-mixing-bowls
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Useful Contact Information 

Emergency and Help Services 

Emergency No (All Services) 999 (112 from mobile worldwide) 

Non-Emergency (Police)  101 

Non-Emergency (Medical)  111 

Samaritans      116 123 

Citizen’s Advice     01404 44213 

Childline      0800 1111 

Age UK Advice Line     0800 6781602 

Trip (Meal deliveries for the vulnerable)  01404 46529  

Devon Freewheelers  (Prescription deliveries)  0300 800 0109  

Kings Centre Foodbank    01404 43800 Volunteers needed for a 

wide variety of support - please contact the Advice Line: 01404- 354080 

Neighbourhood Watch (Rob Sexton)            01404 41362  rob@sexton.me.uk 

 

Medical 

Honiton Hospital   01404 540540 

Honiton Surgery   01404 548544 

Honiton Coronavirus Information 01404 384050 Mon-Fri 1000–1600  

 

Devon CC General enquiries 0345 155 1015 customer@devon.gov.uk 

Cllr Iain Chubb   07932 459595 iain.chubb@devon.gov.uk 

Highways and Rights of Way 0345 155 1004 csc.roads@devon.gov.uk 

East Devon District Council  

General enquiries   01404 515616        csc@eastdevon.gov.uk 

Cllr Colin Brown 01404 42309 / 07761 281156           cbrown@eastdevon.gov.uk 

Cllr David Key 01404 861287 / 07961 428524             dkey@eastdevon.gov.uk 

 

Combe Raleigh Parish Meeting 

Chairman (Brian Churchill)           01404 42441          kay.churchill@btconnect.com 

Combe Raleigh Village Hall 

Chairman (Brian Churchill)  01404 42441         kay.churchill@btconnect.com 

Secretary (Rob Sexton)  01404 41362         rob@sexton.me.uk 

St Nicholas Church 

Rector  (Revd Sue Roberts)  01404 44035   office@honitoncofe.org 

Churchwardens    Ruth Hitchcock         01404 43166  

    and  Rosemary Mapleston 01404 47156 

Secretary (Val Moran), Treasurer (Lisa Clarke), PCC members (Valerie Brabrook, Colin 

Hattle-Spence, Gill Jackson, Audrey Potbury, Carol Thompson) 

Little Critters (Esme Moffat)  01404 46569            esme_wilson@hotmail.co.uk 

 

The Raleigh Rag and Village Website  

David Jackson   01404 45425         davidjackson1345@me.com 

Val and Mark Moran   01404 41107        markmoran@btinternet.com 

Jill Wardle    -       raleighrag@gmail.com 

Michelle Kennedy (Website) 01404 548813      tidewater56@live.com 
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 Local advertising - free advertising for anybody who lives in Combe  

Raleigh or who regularly trades there - please send your details to  
raleighrag@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Airfield Classic Cars 

Specialists in classic car restoration, re-

pair, maintenance and servicing 

Tel: 01404 891713 

Email: info@airfieldclassics.co.uk 

Churchill’s Body Repairs Est 1986 

We carry out insurance and private work 

to all vehicles in our fully equipped body 

repair shop. 

Tel: 01404 42441 or 07810 373870 

Nicky Salter Counselling 

Confidential counselling service 

Tel: 01404 519181 or 07922317465 

Email: salternichola@gmail.com 

Tip Top Trees 

Specialists in tree work; landscaping and 

fence works; general gardening; logs 

Tel: 01404 47103 

Email: info@tiptoptrees.co.uk 

Please put this information somewhere visible 
the life it helps save could be yours 

 

If someone appears to be having a 
heart attack 

CALL 999 immediately 
Answer the questions and ask for an ambulance 

 
Then go or send someone quickly to get the 

 Village Defibrillator 
 

It is kept on the veranda of the Village Hall, which is halfway down the village 
street 

Postcode EX14 4TQ  
Go up the steps and turn right, lights will come on to help you if it is dark. 

The defibrillator is not locked and is ready to use 
 

On returning to the patient the machine will tell you exactly what to do 
It is not possible to harm the patient.  

 

The only risk is DELAY 
 

 Even in a little village like ours this machine has already saved one young life, 
they really are a “life saver” 

 
You never know when that life might be somebody close to you! 


